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Introduction. In the theory of group characters, modular representation

theory has explained some of the regularities in the behavior of the irreducible

characters of a finite group; not unexpectedly, the theory in turn poses new

problems of its own. These problems, which are asked by Brauer in [4], seem

to lie deep. In this paper we look at the situation for solvable groups. We can

answer some of the questions in [4] for these groups, and in doing so, obtain

new properties for their characters. Finite solvable groups have recently been

the object of much investigation by group theorists, especially with the end of

relating the structure of such groups to their Sylow /»-subgroups. Our work

does not lie quite in this direction, although we have one result tying up arith-

metic properties of the characters to the structure of certain /»-subgroups.

Since the prime number p is always fixed, we can actually work in the more

general class of /»-solvable groups, and shall do so.

Let © be a finite group of order g = pago, where p is a fixed prime number,

a is an integer ^0, and ip, go) = 1. In the modular theory, the main results of

which are in [2; 3; 5; 9], the characters of the irreducible complex-valued

representations of ©, or as we shall say, the irreducible characters of ®, are

partitioned into disjoint sets, these sets being the so-called blocks of © for

the prime p. Each block B has attached to it a /»-subgroup 35 of © determined

up to conjugates in @, the defect group of the block B. If 35 has order pd,

in which case we say B has defect d, and if Xn is an irreducible character in B,

then the degree of Xk- ¡s divisible by p to the exponent a — d+e„, where the non-

negative integer e„ is defined as the height of Xm- Now let © be a /»-solvable

group, that is, © has a composition series such that each factor is either a

/»-group or a /»'-group, a /»'-group being one of order prime to p. The following

is then true: Let B be a block of © with defect group 3). If 35 is abelian, then

every character Xu in B has height 0. Conversely, if B is the block containing

the 1-character, and if every character in B has height 0, then 35 is abelian.

In particular, this gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the Sylow

/»-subgroups of © to be abelian.

In the general modular theory of finite groups, each irreducible character

X„ can be decomposed into a sum of irreducible modular characters <£p of ®,

Xn =  53 ¿nor-
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If dw^O, we say that <j>p is a modular constituent of Xm- The non-negative

integers dw are the decomposition numbers of ©, and the sums cpc = 2m dßPd^

are the Cartan invariants of ®. Since an irreducible modular character <f>p is

in a block B if and only if some irreducible character Xm in B contains 0P as

a modular constituent, the matrices D = (d^„) and C= (c^) can be decomposed

so as to correspond to the different blocks of ®. If ® is ¿»-solvable, the follow-

ing are also true: Let B be a block of defect d. Then the Cartan invariants of

B satisfy the inequality Cp,^pd.

In §1 we study the relation between the block structure of a group ® and

that of a normal subgroup § of ®. This is perhaps of independent interest.

In §2 we prove next a reduction step for the case when § is a ¿/-group. This

is the important induction step. Finally, in §3 we apply these results to finite

¿»-solvable groups and prove the results mentioned above, as well as assorted

others for this class of groups.

Notation. © is always a finite group of order g — p"go, where (p, go) = 1.

ßi, $2» • • • , $* are the conjugate classes of ®, and Ga a representative of the

class $a. For any subset 21 of ®, ^(Sl) and S(2l) are the normalizer and cen-

tralizer of 21 in ®. Set m(2I) = (5R(») : 1). If 21 is a one element set {A }, we

write yi(A) lor 9c(2I). An element G of ® is ¿»-regular if its order is prime to

p, ¿»-singular if its order is divisible by p. Let v be the exponential valuation

of the rational field determined by p, normalized so that v(p) = 1. The defect

v(G) of an element G in ® is v(n(G)) ; a defect group of G is a Sylow ¿»-subgroup

of 31(G).
Let fl be a finite algebraic number field containing the gth roots of unity.

By [l ] the ordinary absolutely irreducible representations of @ can be writ-

ten with coefficients in fí. ïi, ï2, • • • , Hk will denote the distinct nonequiva-

lentones, and xi. X*> ' ' ' iX* their corresponding characters. If Ka is the sum

of the elements in $„ in the group algebra T(&, Í2) of ® over fi, then the func-

tion

(1) uß(Ka) = ——•    "        ,        x„ = x„(l),
n(Ga)      X»

defines a linear character of the center ¿K®. ß) of T(®, Q). We shall write

u»(Ga) for Wp(Ka).

In Q let p be a fixed prime divisor of ¿>, with o as ring of local integers and

o/ü = ü* as the residue class field. The modular absolutely irreducible repre-

sentations of © can be written in Ü* (see [l ]). gi, $2, • • • , Cm will denote the

different nonequivalent ones, and <pi, tf>2, • • • , <pm their corresponding com-

plex-valued characters. Unless the word "modular" is used, a character of ®

is always an ordinary one. The blocks of ® will be denoted by Bi, B2, • ■ • , B„.

Each block BT corresponds to the primitive idempotent vT of the center

3(®. ß*) °f the group algebra of ® over fl* and to the linear character \pT of

3(®, Q*). We shall also write 4>r(Ga) loripr(Ka). Any further notation will be

introduced when used.
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1. The block structure of a group with a normal subgroup. We begin this

section with some remarks on the action of automorphisms on blocks. Let a

be any automorphism of ©. a permutes the irreducible characters of ® by

of- X»-*xl,

where x" is defined by x°(G) =XÁGa) for all G in ©.

Theorem (1A). Let a be an automorphism of the finite group © which leaves

every character xM in a block Br fixed, that is, x" = Xc for all X/i in BT. If P is an

element in a defect group 35 of Br, then P and P" are conjugate in ®.

Proof. Let the characters Xn ¡n BT be indexed by p in 5. There exists a />-

regular element V in ® such that 35 is a defect group of V and ^,(7)^0. If

P and P" were not conjugate in ®, then by [3], (7C),

£ xáípv^xáípv)-1) = o.
it in S

By assumption xÁ(PV)a) =XÁRV) f°r M m S. Therefore the sum can be re-

written as

E xápv)xá(pv)-1) = o.
n in 8

The sum being one of non-negative summands, we must have x*(PV) =0 f°r

all p in 5. If Xn has height 0, this implies that xAV)=Xß(PV) =0 (mod p),
which is impossible. Therefore P and P" are conjugate in ®. This completes

the proof.

Two characters Xx and Xc are m the same block of ® if and only if

cox(G) = (¿»(G) (mod p),

for all /»-regular G in ®. It follows immediately from this congruence that

X\ and Xx are in the same block BT oí ® if and only if x" and x" are in the same

block B„ of ® for some r and <r. In other words, a permutes the blocks of ®.

(2) a-.Br-^B,.

The idempotent rjT corresponding to BT can be gotten by the following con-

struction of Osima [9]: Let the characters of Br be x^, M running through an

index set 5. In the element

(3) - £ Z %#AGrl)K,
g    s    j=l

of 3(®> ß). reduce each coefficient modulo p; the resulting sum is rjT. From (3)

it follows that a also permutes the idempotents rjT. Indeed, if (2) holds, then

a: i], —>r]T.
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Let £ be a normal subgroup of ®, written ^><]®, and let 21 be the group

of automorphisms of f> induced by the elements of ®. We attach a tilde sign

~ to quantities associated with §. According to the above remarks, 21 has

two permutation representations, one permuting the blocks of £, the other

permuting the primitive idempotents of &(&, ß*)- II 3i, 5i» • • • i 3» are the

systems of transitivity for the blocks in the first representation, replacing

BT in each 3¿ by the corresponding rjT gives the systems of transitivity in the

second representation. For this reason we use the same letter 3,- in both cases.

If BT and ¿j„ are two blocks of Jp in the same 3,-, then the defect groups of

BT and B„ are conjugate in ®; in particular, B, and B„ have the same defect.

Consider the sum e¿= ^2vr taken over the idempotents in the set 3<.

Since 3< is a system of transitivity for the second permutation representation

of 21, (e<)a = 6< for all a in 21. It follows easily that t, is a linear combination of

the Kj over ß* and thus belongs to *$(©> ß*)- But being a sum of orthogonal

idempotents, e, is itself an idempotent. e¿ must then be the sum of certain

primitive idempotents of 3(®. ß*)> saY £¿= 2W*- Let 3, be the set of -n, ap-

pearing in €,. We shall also let 3,- stand for the set of blocks B, of © which

correspond to the r\„ in 3,. The different 3¿ are disjoint since í,e,=0 for ir^j,

and there is a 1-1 correspondence

(4) 3,<-> 3f.

Lemma (IB). Let ÍQ <] ®, and let Xn be an irreducible character of ® in the

block BT in 3,-. Then each block of & in the corresponding 3< contains the same

number of irreducible characters of ÍQ which occur as constituents in the restriction

Xm|£ ofx^to §.

Proof. By the results of Clifford in [6], the distinct irreducible constituents

of Xi\ § are of the form x", where Xj. is a fixed irreducible character of ¿p and

a is in 21. Moreover, every x" different from Xn appears as a constituent in

X„|¿p. It follows that the distinct irreducible constituents of Xm| § are dis-

tributed among the blocks of a certain 3,-, each block in 33- having the same

number of constituents. It remains to show j = i. Let ï* be a modular repre-

sentation gotten from 3£„ by first writing 3£„ with coefficients in o and then

passing to the residue class field ß*. Since vT is a summand in e,-,

x*(et) = 7,

where I is the identity matrix. But e¿ is the sum of the idempotents in 3< as

well, and so

(*,*I $)(*) = Eft.*I £)(*) = /,
CT

where the sum runs over the r\„ in 3,-. This shows that the constituents of

X„|$ belong to the blocks in 3,-, and j = i.
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Lemma (1C). Let £<®. Two irreducible characters xx and x? of © belong to

blocks in the same set 3,- if and only if there exists a chain of irreducible characters

of®

\J) X¿1> X¿j> , X»ír-1) Xilr

with the following properties: (i) xx = x¿i and x» = Xh,\ GO for j odd, x¿, and

Xi,+i belong to the same block of ®; (iii) for j even, x.,| & and x¿,+il § have a

common constituent^).

Proof. We use the following notation. Let f be a character of ®. If Xi is a

constituent of f, we write f 2xy- Similarly, if #,, is a modular constituent of f,

we write f 3$p. This notation will carry over to the characters of § as well.

If a chain (5) exists with the properties (i)-(iii), then xx and x« belong to

blocks in the same set 3,-. For any two adjacent characters in the chain obvi-

ously do. Conversely, suppose that xx and Xn are in blocks of some 3¿. By

(IB) an irreducible constituent of xx| § and one of Xi\ § belong to the same

block in 3j. Thus there exist an irreducible modular constituent (/>p of xx| ¿p

and an irreducible modular constituent <£„ of x«| €> such that <?p and $„ are in

the same block B, of $. We can then find a chain of irreducible modular char-

acters of !q

$¿11 <?¿s. •••>$»,

with the following properties: (i) <^p = <>il and $„ = #,,. (ii) There exists an ir-

reducible character x_y of ¡Q such that x<¿2&¿ and x¿,-3$¿,+i> j— 1. 2, • • • ,

5 — 1. For if this were not so, the matrix of decomposition numbers for the

block BT would decompose in an unpermitted way [5, (28)].

Consider the characters f<„ f ¿„ • • • , J\-,_, of ® induced by x\u Xi». ' * ' .

Xi,-!- If fi^SXa and Xi. then by the Frobenius reciprocity theorem, the two

characters x<* and Xß satisfy condition (iii) of the lemma. Moreover, there

exist an irreducible constituent of Çi} and an irreducible constituent of £</+1

such that both constituents are in the same block of ®. For let <pij+i be an

irreducible constituent in the modular character of ® induced by 0t)+1. Since

<£iJ+1 is a modular constituent of both x.; and x</+i> we have ft) and f<i+12^,i+1.

So there exist a x¿,- such that f,,Qx>,Q0.)+i and a x¿,+i sucn tnat f.,+13x¿,+,

20.y+1. In particular, x¿,- and x¿,+i are in the same block of ®. This construc-

tion can be done successively for j = 1, 2, • • • , 5 — 2, and after renumbering

the characters, we can construct a chain (5) satisfying (ii) and (iii). To see

that xx and x« can be fitted in, we need only show that some constituent of

f,-, is in the same block as Xx, and that some constituent of £<,_, is in the same

block as Xm> Let <p„ and <bc be modular constituents of xx and x« respectively,

such that $p|^>3$p and 0<r|£Q$<.- Then <p„ and <j>, are constituents of the

modular characters of ® induced by 4>0 and <£„ respectively. Thus some con-

(2) This lemma was suggested by R. Brauer.
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stituent of f¿j contains <pp as a modular constituent, and similarly, some con-

stituent of f»,_, contains #„ as a modular constituent.

Lemma (ID). Let ¡Q<\ ©. Suppose a block BT of defect d in the set 3< satisfies

the following condition : There is a p-regular element V in § such that (i) V has

defect d in ©; (ii) ^T(F) ^0. Then d is the largest defect occurring for the blocks

in 3¿. Conversely, if Br has the largest defect d in 3¿, then there exists a p-regular

element V in !q satisfying (i) and (ii).

Proof. We prove the second part first. Let Bp be a block of largest defect

in 3,-, say of defect ¿¿. Now

If^p(fi) = tp(zZv<>) = 1>

where the ij, are summed over the set 3,-. There is then a ¿»-regular element U

in § appearing in e, such that \¡/p(U)^Q. In particular, v(U)^di [2, (8A)].

But ii is also the sum of the idempotents r\„ in 3,. The construction (3) of

i7„ given in [9] shows that the nonzero coefficients in m, belong to ¿»-regular

elements whose defect does not exceed the defect of B„. Since d< is the largest

defect occurring in 3¿, v(U) á¿«, and this Usatisfies (i) and (ii). We shall keep

Bp as this fixed block.

Suppose BT is a block in 3, of defect d such that a ¿»-regular element V

exists which satisfies (i) and (ii). Let Xm be a character in BT, and x\ one in B„.

The restriction of any irreducible character x« to ¿p decomposes by Clifford's

theorem

X« | $ = r H Xy,
y

where the Xy form a complete set of distinct irreducible characters of § con-

jugate in ©, say m in number. Let w7 be the linear character associated to Xy

Then

(©:£) ñ(V)    '
(6) coa(F) = ^—^ -^ Z «Y(F),

MÎ M(K)    7

where m(F) is the order of (9cF) = 9l(F)n^, the normalizer of V in £. The

right hand side of (6) depends only on the class of conjugate characters xV

Consequently, if Xß is any other irreducible character of © such that Xß\ &

and Xa| § have common constituents, then iop(V) = coa(V). On the other hand,

if X/sisany character of © in the same block as x**, then coß(V) ̂ coa(V) (mod ip).

Now connect x» and Xx by a chain (5) satisfying the properties of (1C). By

the above remarks, it follows that

MV) - «„(F) fá 0 (mod p),

and therefore di^v(V) = d. Since we already have di^d, d( = d.
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Corollary (IE). Let ÍQ<¡®, and let B„ be a block of largest defect di in 3,-.

Then the defect groups of each Br in 3¿ are contained in the defect groups of Bp.

In particular, if B9 and Br have defect di, their defect groups are the same-

Proof. Let F be a /»-regular element in £ such that v( V) = ¿,- and \pp( V) 9¿0.

The last part of the proof of (17?) implies that co„(F) ^0 (mod p) for any char-

acter Xn in BT. Thus a defect group of Br is contained in a defect group 35 of

V. But 35 is a defect group of B„, and this proves the first assertion. The

second part follows from the fact that any two defect groups of a block are

conjugate.

Theorem (IF). Let §<®, and let B„ be a block of largest defect di in 3,-.

Suppose Xn is a character in B„ of height 0, and X is the inertial group in ® of

an irreducible constituent x« of x»\ &, that is,

¡t - {Gin®: Xa(G~lXG) = ~a(X) for ollXin§}.

Then X contains a defect group 35 of B„ and 35^>/§ is a Sylow p-subgroup of

%/$£. Moreover, 35H§ is a defect group of some block in the corresponding 3¿.

Proof. Let F be a /»-regular element in ¿p such that v( V) = d,- and ^p( V) ^ 0"

Then uh(V)^0 (mod p) and since Xv- has height 0, it follows that x»(V)

P^O (mod p) as well. Let 77;- be a system of left coset representatives of X in ®.

We decompose ® into a disjoint union of double cosets modulo (35, X), where

35 is a fixed defect group of V in ®. Representatives Xß can be chosen from

the Hj such that ® is a disjoint union Up X)XßX. Each double coset X)XßX

consists of (XßlX)Xß: 1)(X: \)/(XjieS)X9C\X: 1) elements, and therefore con-

tains aß = iXß11)Xß: Xß^Xß^X) oí the representatives H¡. If Hf = DXßT,

where D is in 35, and T is in X, then

XaiHj'VHf) = x«i(DX,T)-WiDXßT))

= uXß-'vXß).

Let Xf\ €) = '"52y Xt be the decomposition of Xi\ £>• Then

(7) XÂV) = r £ aßXa(XßWXß) fé 0 (mod p).
ß

In particular, some a^^O (mod /») and so X^&XßC.X. Therefore X contains

a defect group of B„. Replacing F by a suitable conjugate, we may assume

that 35 ÇJ, where 35 is a defect group of V.

The number of distinct conjugates of x<* is (®: X). As a result of the de-

composition of x»| §. we also have

(8) a„(V) = (X:&n-^-Z ~^(V) fà 0 (mod p),
n(V)   y

where ¿Y is the linear character associated to Xt- Since 35QX, 35 is contained
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in some Sylow ¿»-subgroup SJ3 of X. In particular, ty!ç>/lQ^iX)ÎQ/fQ and

(Ç: <pn§)^(£>: ©r\$), so that (£: §)m(F)/m(F) must be a local integer.

From (8) it then follows that

$:<ß H $) = (3): S H £),       ÛT(F) ̂  0 (mod p) for some 7.

The first equation shows that £>§/§ is a Sylow ¿»-subgroup of X/ÍQ. The

second shows that X)C\^ contains a defect group of a block in 3<, and conse-

quently, v(ñ(V)) z^d, where d is the common defect of the blocks in 3<. But

from (7), some Xa{X^VXp)féO (mod p) and so d^v(ñ(V)) by (1). Thus

®n^j is a defect group of a block in 3;.

2. The reduction step for the case p\(S&: 1). Let § be a normal ¿»'-sub-

group of ®. Under this condition we shall correlate the modular invariants

of any given block BT of ® to those of a suitable block of another group of

somewhat simpler structure. In the case where ® is ¿»-solvable, this new group

will also be ¿»-solvable.

The modular theory for the ¿»'-group ^> collapses. As a result, the irreducible

characters of § are also the irreducible modular characters of §, and each

irreducible character forms a block by itself. For simplicity, we change our

notation and denote the irreducible characters of ^> by {0P}. Each block of ^>

will be identified with the unique 6P contained in it. We retain, however, the

other notational conventions of §1. A set 3i is then a class {dp} of irreducible

characters of § associated in ® to a given B„. It follows easily that if 3¿<->3¿

= {dp}, then a character x? of ® is in a block of 3< if and only if

(°) *.|$ = r,E*r,

where the 6, are in {dp}.

Consider a fixed character dp, the set 3¿ corresponding to 3,= {dp}, and a

block BT in 3,-. Let X be the inertial group of 6P in ®, and let

*-($:l),       <-<£:l).

By (IE) and (IF), a defect group of B, is contained in X. Because of (9) each

character x„ in B, determines a unique irreducible character xi of X with the

following properties: (i) xi \ & = rßP; (ii) the character of ® induced by xi is

X„. These characters xi arise by considering certain systems of imprimitivity

for XM; see Clifford [6].

Lemma (2A). The set of all characters xi of X arising from all the characters

Xn in Br is a block BT' of X. If d is the defect of BT, then d is also the defect of

BT' and a suitable defect group of BT is one for Br'.

Proof. Let x\ be a fixed character of height 0 in BT. Then x\ = n(&: X)Op(l),

where r\ is the integer appearing in (9). Since 6P(1) is not divisible by ¿», we

have
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a- d = v(rx) + v(®: X)

= i»(rx) + a - 6,

where 5 = v(X: l) = v(t). Therefore v(n) = o — d, and from degree xi =X\

= rx0p(l), we see that xx' belongs to a block B' of X oí defect =d.

Let {Ga] be a set of left coset representatives of X in ®. Since xx' induces

Xx, it follows that for V in ®,

Xx(F) = Zx<(G^lVGa),
a

where the sum is extended only over those a such that G^VG* is in X. Sup-

pose F is a /»-regular element of ® such that o)\(V) ^0 (mod p), and such that

a defect group 35 of V in ® is a defect group of BT. Then

^ n'(G«WGa)
(10) o,x(F) = £ «/ (G^VGa) ,

n(V)

where a»*' is the class character of xx', and ri(GZlVGa) = (Xn^G^VG«): 1)

is the order of the normalizer of G~1VGa in X. Consider the double cosets

(35, X). Representatives 77«, of these can be chosen from the Gß. If H~lVHa

is in X and Gß = DHaT with T in X and D in 35, then GßlVGß is in X as well.

Thus the sum in (10) can be arranged over the representatives Gß in certain

double cosets of (35, X). Suppose the coset of 77„ contains aa representatives

Gß. For such a Gß, we have wx' (GßlVGß) = u\ (HZlVHa). The sum (10) can

then be rewritten as

(11) wx(F) = T.b^i(H^VHa),
a

where ba = aain'iHZxVHa)/niV)). Since aa = iHZlt£Ha: HZl(£>Har\X) and

vin' iHZlVHa))^viHZleS)Har\X: 1), the ba are actually local integers. We

can then assert that there is some a such that

ba fé 0 (mod />),       cox' (77ír1F77a) fé 0 (mod p).

In particular, i»(w'(77"1 F77„)) = v(HZl^>Har\X: 1) éd. This shows that B', the

block of X containing xx', has defect =d. Since its defect was shown earlier to

be êd, B' has defect d. Therefore viH^H^X: l)=d and HHlX>HttÇZX.
Replacing 35 by the conjugate 77~l3577a, we may assume that 35 is a defect

group of B'.

We now apply the remarks at the beginning of this section to the situation

$<] X. Let xi be any character of X in the block 73'. The restriction xi \ §

must be of the form rßp, and so xi induces an irreducible character Xe of ®.

Consider the sum (10) with X replaced by ¿t. Since the derivation of (11) from

(10) depended only on the quantities V, 35, X, and 9„, (11) is valid when X is

replaced by p. Now co/(F) s=cox'(F) (mod p); it then follows  that c<v(F)
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=u\(V) (mod p) for all ¿»-regular elements V with 35 as defect group. In

particular, x„ belongs to a block B, of © of defect ^d and defect group

3XÇ35. Let U be a ¿»-regular element in © with 35, as defect group such that

u„(U) ^0 (mod p). If we use the double cosets of (35,,, X) and proceed as be-

fore, we can derive that

«x(i0 = Z(a'(/3,-1WJi
a

«„(E0 = Hc^i(HälUHa),
a

where the ca are local integers and the Ha are certain representatives of the

double cosets (35„ X). From this we see that <¿\(U) =u„(U)f^0 (mod p) and

therefore BT and B„ have 35 as defect group. Since a^(V) =u\(V) (mod p) for

all ¿»-regular elements F with 35 as defect group, it follows from [2, (6F)]

that B, = BT.

Let B be the set of all the irreducible characters x„ of © induced by the

xi in B'. We have just shown that BÇ.BT. If we can show B is a block of ©,

then B=BT, and the set B' of the statement is simply B'. Let P be a ¿>-

singular element of ©, R a ¿»-regular element of ©. Then

E».(a)xm(í') = I(Ex;(Gr^C))( Exi (GrW*))
B »3'\a /   \    0 /

= EÍZx; (G^RGJxi (Gß-'PGß)),

where the sum is only over those a such that G„iRGa is in X and those ß

such that G^PGß is in Ï. Each of the sums J^b- x„' (G„1RGa)xi (Gß~1PGß) = 0

by the block orthogonality relations [3, (7C)]. Thus

E xÁR)xÁP) = 0

and by a theorem of Osima [9, Theorem 3], this implies that B is a union of

blocks of ®, and is therefore BT. This completes the proof.

We note that the 1-1 correspondence x^*^xi is height-preserving, for the

height of both Xn and xi is v(r^) — (S — d). Let <f>a be an irreducible modular

character of ®. <f>a is in a block of 3< if and only il <pa\iQ has the form

<t>a\ § = sa E0<r>       0, in M-

As Clifford's results are still valid for this case, we see that each <pa in BT

determines a unique irreducible modular character <pi of X such that (i) <j>i | §

= saf9p; (ii) the modular character of ® induced by <pi is <f>„. Suppose

(12) Xß   =   E <Wa
a
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is the modular decomposition of a character xi in BI. Since xi \ § = rßp, the

<pi appearing in (12) necessarily satisfy (i) and will induce an irreducible

modular character cpa of @. Consider the values of the character x„ of ©

induced by xi i°r ¿»-regular elements. This can be computed in two ways,

either by taking ^d'^cpi and inducing up to ®, or by decomposing x„ into

its modular constituents. For ¿»-regular elements we have the identity

Xu =  2_( dha<pa =  ¿_, d^afpa.
a a

Since the <pa are linearly independent, d^a = d'pM. In particular, the correspond-

ence <t>a*-*<pi is 1-1 between the modular characters of Br and Bl. If caß and

c'aß are the Cartan invariants relating <pa and <pß, </>„' and <pB' respectively, then

c'aß — E^^Äs= ltLdp.adpß = caß. Combining these results together, we have

Theorem (2B). Let ® be a group with a nontrivial normal p'-subgroup ÍQ.

Let BT be a block of ©. Then there is a subgroup X, ©Ü2£3€>, o,nd a block Bi

of X, such that the following are true: (i) BT and BT' have a defect group in com-

mon, (ii) There is a 1-1 height-preserving correspondence x^xi between the

ordinary characters x? in BT and the ordinary characters xi in Br'. (iii) There is

a 1-1 correspondence <f>a*-*<t>a' between the modular characters <pa in BT and the

modular characters <pi in BT'. (iv) With respect to these correspondences of char-

acters, the matrices of decomposition numbers and Cartan invariants of BT and

B¡ are the same.

The reduction contained in (2B) cannot be used successfully by itself,

since it may happen that £ = ®. Thus the situation !q<¡X must be examined

in more detail. Continuing with the notation of this section, let B{ be the

block of X obtained from Br. Each character Xn' in Bi, when restricted to &,

has the form xi | § = 'r~ßp, where 6P depends only on B'. If Hi is a representa-

tion of X whose character is xi. then by Theorem 3 of [6] 3c„' is the product

of two projective representations 2L.X53 of X. The following facts are true:

53 is an irreducible e_1 projective representation of X with the factor set e_l

and degree dp(\). 2L, is an irreducible e projective representation of X/ÍQ with

factor set e and degree r„. We may first assume that 93 is determined by the

block Bi up to similarity transformations and change of factor set by co-

homologous ones. If 2L, is any irreducible e projective representation of £/£>,

then the product 2L.X93 is an irreducible representation of X, though not

necessarily in the block Bi. The factor set e can be viewed in two ways, either

as a factor set of ®/§, or by inflation as a factor set of @. Let s be the order

of its cohomology class in i72(®/£>) and s' the order of its cohomology class

in H2(&) (all cohomology groups here are computed with coefficients in the

multiplicative subgroup of ß and trivial action). From the exact inflation-

restriction sequence
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-» H1^)® -> H2i®/$) -» H2(®)

it follows that s\s'h since the order of Ti1^)® is a divisor of h. However, s'

divides deg 93 = deg0„ by [ll, (2)] and deg0„ divides h. Therefore s\h2 and in

particular, (/>, s) = l. Enlarging the field Q by a finite extension and using

equivalent projective representations if necessary, we may assume that e

consists of ith roots of unity. We will construct a group 9ft of order m = ts/h

with the following properties: (i) There is a cyclic group @ of order 5 in

the center of 9ft such that 9ft/®^ï/|). (ii) The irreducible projective repre-

sentations 21,, of X/fQ can be induced by ordinary irreducible representations

of 9ft. Indeed, let © be the character group of the cyclic group generated by

the factor set «. For any two elements G, 77 in X/&, define Ma¡H in (g to

be the character defined by the mapping e;—»e'ctf- This gives a factor set of

ï/£> in @- Let 9ft be the extension of @ by X/ÜQ with this factor set and trivial

action on @. This 9ft then satisfies (i) and (ii). To check (ii), we let 9ft be

represented by the symbols (7i, G), where E is in @, G is in X/ÍQ, under the

usual rules for multiplication. If 2t„ is an irreducible e projective representa-

tion of X/&, the representation I/' of 9ft defined by setting

HyiE,G) = eiE)%iG),

will induce 2íM. Conversely, an irreducible representation £„" of 9ft will induce

an irreducible e projective representation of X/ÍQ if the linear character in-

duced by Hi' on © can be identified with e under the canonical isomorphism

between a group and the character group of its character group. For each

representation 2Í„ arising from a representation ■£„' in 73/, let 36/' be an ir-

reducible representation of 9ft which induces 21,,. •£„" is then determined up to

equivalence. The characters of 9ÍM, X„", and 33 are well-defined and will be de-

noted by ctß, xi', and ß respectively. By referring to the characters of 9ft, we

see that the a^ are always local integers. In a similar way, we see that ß is

always a local integer.

Lemma (2C). The set of all characters xi' of 9ft arising from all the char-

acters xi in Bi is a block B¡' of 9ft. If d is the defect of 73/, then d is also the

defect of Bi', and the defect groups of Bi and Bi' are isomorphic.

Proof. We use the following notation: Let X=X/!Q, it be the natural map-

ping 7r: 9ft —>£, / the natural mapping/: X—>X- ©,$,••• will be elements

of X- For each G in X, let piG) be the representative (1, G) in 9ft. For the ele-

ments p(S) of 9ft, we have xi' ißiG)) = a«(G). If G is /»-regular, piG) will also

be /»-regular. To see this, let c be the order of G; then (p(G))c belongs to (S.

Since c and (@: 1) are both prime to /», piG) must have order prime to p. The

normalizers in the groups 9ft, X, X will be denoted by 91", 9Î', 9Î respectively,

their orders by w", n', ñ respectively.
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Let F be any element in X, and set V" =p( V). We first show that v(ñ( V))

= v(n"jy")). Let 2 be the subgroup of «TO defined byJ = ir1{Ñ(V)). Since

5?/@~9î(F) and ¿>|(<S: 1), it follows that v($: l) = v(ñ(V)). We know v(2: 1)

■&v(n"(V")) from the inclusion W(V")ÇZ%. Let G" be any element in ? of

order a ¿»-power. By definition G" V" = V"G"E", where E" is an element in

(g. We rewrite this as (V")-lG"V" = G"E". The element on the left hand side

has order a power of ¿>; the element on the right hand side has order equal to

(order of G") X (order of E"). Since E" has order prime to ¿», this implies

that £" = 1, and G" is in W(V"). Therefore the Sylow ¿»-subgroups of g are

contained in 9?"(F")_and indeed v(ñ(V)) = v(n"(V")). In particular, the

defect groups of V in X and the defect groups of V" in 5TO are isomorphic.

We proceed with the proof proper. Let xx' be a character in Bi of height 0.

The degree xi' of xi' is equal to a\(l). Since v(x{) = v(a\(\)) = 8 — d and

v(m) = 5, the character xx" must belong to a block B" of ÜTO of defect =d. If

35 is the defect group of Bi, there exists a ¿»-regular element V in X with 35

as defect group such that (¡¡{(V) fi 0 (mod p). Consequently Xx'(F')

= ax(V')ß(V')^0 (mod p), and in particular, ax(F')^0 (mod p). Consider

t      ax(V')ß(V)
(13) cox' (V) = -—     \J )      ft 0 (mod p).

m'(F')    ox(1)/3(1)

ß(V')/ß(\) is a local integer since ß has degree prime to ¿».

t       ax(F')

m'(F')   ax(l)

is a local integer as well, since v(t)—v(n'(V'))+v(a\(V')) — v(a\(l)) = b — d

-(8-d) = 0. It follows from (13) that

t       ax(F') ß(V)
(14) ^7i^ -7T7 * ° (mod p)'      "¿iT * ° (mod p)-

m'(F')    ax(l) ß(l)

As Six is actually a projective representation of X, the first part of (14) may

be written

(15) —- -^ ^ 0 (mod p),
m'(F')   ax(l)

where V=f(V). We must compare the ¿»-components of m'(F') and m(F).

We_know already that v(ñ(V))^v(ri(V')) =d from the inclusion 9l'(F')¿/¿

Ç5Î(F). But in fact equality holds. For rewrite (IS) as

r      m      ax (F) "1 m"(F")   h
(16) -—   —^—- — ^ 0   mod p ,

Lm"(F")   ax(l)J  m'(F')     5

where V" = p(V). The term in the brackets can differ only by a multiple of
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an 5th root of unity from u" (V"), where wx" is the linear character associated

to xx". (Because of the choice of the representative p(V), this root of unity

is actually one.) From the fact <ox" (V") is a local integer and p(ct\(V)) =0, we

must have in particular

v(m) - v(n"(V")) - K«x(D) è 0,

or v(n"(V"))úd. But v(ñ(V)) = v(n"(V")), so that d^v(ñ(V))^v(n'(V'))

= d. Since (16) implies that cox" (V") ^0 (mod p), we have shown that 73" is

a block of 9ft of defect d having a defect group isomorphic to 35. We shall show

that 73/' is in fact 73".

Let xi' be any character of 9ft in 73". In particular, xi' may be xx". From

the definition of blocks we have

m      xi'(G") m      xi'(G")
(17) -** V       =- *   V        (mod p),

n"(G")     xi' n"(G")     xi'

for all elements G" in 9ft. If G" is in (§, both sides of the congruence become

5th roots of unity, and since (5, /») = 1, the roots of unity are the same. The

representation 3L" with character xi' will therefore induce an irreducible e

projective representation 2l„ of X- Let xi be the character of the irreducible

representation 3l„XS8 of X. If w„' is the linear character associated to xi <

and G' is any element in X, then

t      xi(G') i      «„(C)  /3(C)
«;(G0 =

or

(18)

n'(G')      xi w'(G')   a„(l)    ß(\)

h   /3(C)   w"(C')-l      m       a„(G)[h   /3(C)   »"(C) H      m        a.

Is    ß(i)      »'(C) J »"(G")   a,

where G=fiG') and G" = piG). We note the term in the brackets is always a

local integer, since i»(w"(G")) = v(ñ(G)) ^k(«'(C)). But

m      «„(G) w      <*x(G)
(mod p),

»"(C)  «„(1)      »"(C)  «x(D

this being obtained from (17) by multiplying by an 5th root of unity if neces-

sary. Therefore by (18)

w/ (C) = «x' (C) (mod p)

for all G' in X and xi must be in the block 73/.

Let 73' be the set of all the irreducible characters xi of X obtained from the

characters xi' in 73" in the way just described. We have just shown that

B'QBi. If we can show 73' is a block of X, then 73'= 73/, and the set 73" is

simply 73/'. Let P' be a /»-singular element in X, R' a /»-regular element in X.
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Zxi(P')xi(R') = ß(P')ß(R') E «*{?)<*>&)
B< B'

= ß(P')ß(R')i:xi'(P")xi'(R"),
B"

where P" = p(f(P')), R" = p(f(R')). Since f(R') is ¿»-regular, R" must be ¿>-
regular by an earlier remark. If P" were also ¿»-regular, then ir(P") =f(P')

would be ¿»-regular, which is not possible. Thus P" is ¿»-singular, and the sum

Es" xi (P")xi'(R")=0. Applying the theorem of Osima as in (2A), we

see that B' is Bi. This completes the proof.

We note that the correspondence xi *~*xi' is height-preserving, since

xi =xi' X/3(l) and v(m) = v(t). Consider the restriction of ß to ^>. Since the

factor set e is actually a factor set of X/ÍQ, íg,h= 1 whenever both G and H

are in $. Thus ß\ § is actually 9P. Since 0„ is an irreducible modular character,

it follows a fortiori that as a modular projective representation, 33 must be

irreducible. By this we mean that if a suitable basis has been found for which

the matrices of 23 have local integers as coefficients, then the representation

23* obtained from 23 by the mapping o—»ß* is an irreducible modular projec-

tive representation. The factor set for 23* is (e*)-1, where «* is the factor set

obtained from e by the mapping o—»ß*. Let

(i9) x" = e ¿w:
a

be the modular decomposition of a character xi' in Bi', where the (pi' are

the irreducible modular characters of 5TO. If $:<," is an irreducible modular

representation of ÜK whose character is 4>i', it is easily seen that %i' induces

an irreducible e* projective representation $ja of X- For the elements p(G),

we have ¡pi' (p(G)) = <p~a(G) lor G ¿»-regular, where $a is the character of the

representation g„. Since the results of Clifford are still valid for the modular

case, it follows that u:aX23* is an irreducible modular representation g« of X.

Conversely, every irreducible modular representation ga' of X in the block

Bi can be gotten in this way. As in the ordinary case, %i and g/ are equiva-

lent if and only if $" and S/' are equivalent. Let (pi = $aXß be the character

of &,'. If V is a ¿»-regular element in X and V"=p(f(V')), then xi (V)

= a,(V')ß(V')=xi' (V")ß(V). From (19) we have

XÁV') = E d'U':(V")ß(V')
a

= E d'Ua(V')ß(V)
a

= E6i(f').
a
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Since the (pá are linearly independent, d'^ = d'J„. In particular, the correspond-

ence <p¿*-*<t>" is 1-1 between the modular characters of 73/ and 73/'. If c^

and c'Jß are the Cartan invariants relating <p¿ and <j>¿, <¡>¿' and <f>¿' respec-

tively, then c'aß = c'<iß. Combining these results together with (2B), we have

Theorem (2D). Let ® be a group with a nontrivial normal p'-subgroup $.

Let BT be a block of ® and suppose the subgroup X in (2B) is ®. Then there is a

group 9ft and a block Bi' of 9ft such that the following are true: (i) 73r and Bi'

have isomorphic defect groups, (ii) There is a 1-1 height-preserving correspond-

ence x*~*xi' between the ordinary characters of BT and Bi'. (iii) There is a 1-1

correspondence <f>d\*<¡>o[' between the modular characters of BT and Bi'. (iv) With

respect to these correspondences of characters, the matrices of decomposition num-

bers and Cartan invariants of BT and Bi' are the same. The group 9ft has the

following structure: There exists a cyclic normal p'-subgroup S in the center of

9ft such that 9ft/@=®/£-

Remark. It is clear from the construction of 9ft that if ® is /»-solvable, so

is 9ft, since subgroups and factor groups of /»-solvable groups are again

/»-solvable.

3. Arithmetic on /»-solvable groups. Theorem (2D) leads us to the fol-

lowing reduction: Suppose 73r is a block of a /»-solvable group ®, and we want

to prove by induction on the order of ® statements on certain quantities asso-

ciated to 73r. These quantities are (i) the structure of the defect group of 73T,

(ii) the heights of the characters in 73r, (iii) the number of ordinary and modu-

lar irreducible characters in 73T, (iv) the decomposition numbers and Cartan

invariants of 73T. Then we may assume 73T is a block of defect a, a = vi®: 1).

For let f> be the maximal normal /»'-subgroup of ®. If the subgroup X oí

(2B) is not equal to ®, then induction can be used to prove the statements.

However, if X = ®, then it follows by (2D) that it will be equivalent to prov-

ing the same statements for the block 73T" of 9ft given in (2D). Now by con-

struction ö = j»(9ft: l) = f»(®: 1). Since 9ft/®=®/§ it follows that g must be

the maximal normal /»'-subgroup of 9ft. Choose 8 that normal subgroup of 9ft

such that ÊÇ8Ç97Î and S/Gi is the maximal normal /»-subgroup in 9ft/@. By

Lemma 1.2.3 of [8], the centralizer of ?/@ in 9ft/S is contained in ?/S. @ has

order coprime to its index in ? so that by a theorem of Schur, S = 35®, where

35 isa /»-group of order (?: ®) and 35P\S= 1. Since Ê is contained in the center

of 9ft, we have in fact that S = 35XS. 35 is characteristic in 8 and therefore 35

is normal in 9ft. Let F be a /»-regular element in 9ft such that V centralizes 35.

Then FS centralizes S/@ and consequently F@Çg and V belongs to (§. If

'iß is a defect group of a block of 9ft, then 35Ç<£ so that e(^)Çg(35). This

means that the only /»-regular elements of 9ft which centralize *$ are the ele-

ments of (2, and it then follows that all the blocks of 9ft have defect a. The

block 73r of ® must also then have defect a.
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Lemma (3A). Let & be a p-solvable group. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) ® has only trivial normal p'-subgroups.

(ii) ® has only one block, the block Bx containing the principal or l-character

o/®.

Proof. (i)=>(ii). Let «ß be the largest normal ¿»-subgroup of ®. By Lemma

1.2.3 of [8], we must have <£(<J$)Ç$. Since <$<¡G, $ is contained in the defect

groups 35 of every block of ®. In particular, S(35)Çg(«I3)ç:,!j5) and the only

¿»-regular element of © which commutes with 35 is the identity element of ©.

It then follows that Bx is the only block of ®.

(ii)=>(i). This implication is actually true for all finite groups ®. Suppose

£> is a nontrivial normal ¿»'-subgroup of ®. We apply the remarks at the be-

ginning of §2 to this case. Without using the fact that § is a ¿»'-group, we

know the following fact: If 3i is the set containing the block Bi, then the cor-

responding set 3i of § contains a set of blocks of !ç> which are permuted transi-

tively by the elements of ®. But one of these blocks is Bi, the block contain-

ing the l-character of !&. Thus Bi can only be sent into itself. If $ is a ¿>'-

group, there are then other blocks of § not in 3i, and therefore ® must have

a block different from Bi, which is a contradiction. This completes the proof.

We will use without explicit mentioning the following well-known facts.

Let ¿p be a normal subgroup of any finite group ®. If xM is an irreducible char-

acter of ® and Xm| & — »vEá-i X<" where the x<* are distinct irreducible char-

acters of ¿p associated in ®, then r„5 divides (®: fç>). This is a direct conse-

quence of Clifford's theorem and Theorem Vila of [11 ]. If, furthermore,

(®: £>) is a prime number q, then r„ is always one, and s is always one or q. If

Xp\ €> is reducible, x*. then vanishes for elements of ® not in ^).

Theorem (3E) connecting the heights of the characters in a block BT of ®

to the structure of the defect group of BT will be proved in a sequence of state-

ments.

Lemma (3B). Let ® be any finite group, and ¿p a normal subgroup of index

(©: §) =¿>. Let BT be a block of ® of defect d and defect group 35. If Xp ** an

irreducible character in Br such that Xp\ § is reducible, then the center S of 35 lies

in §.

Proof. We first note that the character Xp vanishes on elements of © not

in £>. Let V be a ¿»-regular element of © such that 35 is a defect group of F in

©, and such that w(1(F)^0 (mod p). Since (®: ¡£>)=p, V is actually in £>.

Suppose A is an element in 3 but not in Q. Then A V is not in £> and conse-

quently Xp(A V) = 0, Up(A V) = 0. Let xx be a character of height 0 in BT. Then

a>x(F)^0,        coxUF) ^0 (modp).

If we can show that v(A V)=d, then these congruences imply

XxW^O xÁAV) ^0 (modp).
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This would be impossible, for since A and V commute and A has order a

/»-power, xx(4 V) = x\(V) (mod p). To show v(A V)=d, we note that 35Ç9Î04),
35Ç9c(F). Thus 35C9K¿ V) and v(A V)^d. But from Sfl(A V) = m(A)i\Sft(V),
n(A V) must be a divisor of w(F) so that in fact, v(A V) =d.

Theorem (3C). Let ® be a finite p-solvable group, and let BT be a block of

® of defect d and defect group 35. If the center S of 35 has index pc in 35, then

every character in BT has height not exceeding c.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the order g of ®, the theorem being

trivial for either a /»'-group or a /»-group of prime order. By the remarks at

the beginning of §3 and (3A), we may assume that 73T has defect a. In

this case, the defect group 35 is a Sylow /»-subgroup of ®. Let x„ be a char-

acter in 73T of degree x„. Then v(x¿) = (a—a)+eß = e„, where v(g) =a and e„ is

the height of x»- Let ^ be a maximal normal subgroup of ®. The constituents

Xa of Xf\ & belong to blocks of ^> of defect a (see (IF)). If (®: £>) is prime

to /», then 35 is also a Sylow /»-subgroup of ¿p and v(x¡i) =v(xa) =e(1='c by

the induction hypothesis. Suppose then that (® :£>)=/>. X) = X)i\^> is a

defect group for 7?i and S^&^S* where ¿j is the center of 3). If Xm| €> is

irreducible, then v(xi) = e„éi>if): ,§) =*v(X): 3) =c. If Xe|§ is reducible and

Xa is an irreducible constituent of Xm| §. then the degrees xa of x« and ac„ of

Xn are related by x» = pxa. The height of x<* is then e„—1. By (3B) 3Q£ so

that by the induction hypothesis, e„ — 1 = v(X): §) úv($): S) —c — l, and eM2*c.

Lemma (3D). Let ® be a finite p-solvable group of order g. If every irreducible

character of ® has degree prime to />, then ® has a normal abelian Sylow p-

subgroup.

Proof. We proceed by induction on g, the lemma being trivial for either

a /»-group or a /»'-group. Let & be a maximal normal subgroup of ®. Every

irreducible character of § also has degree prime to /», so that by the induction

hypothesis, § has a normal abelian Sylow /»-subgroup %\. Since ^ is a char-

acteristic subgroup of |), $<®. Thus if p\i®: £), fj ¡seven a Sylow subgroup

of ®. We may then assume that (® : £>) —p. Suppose first that p2\ g; the factor

group ®/%\ is then of order <g. Its irreducible characters, identified as char-

acters of ®, have degree prime to /», and therefore its Sylow /»-subgroup 93/^3

is then normal in ®/%\. The subgroup 93 of ® corresponding to ty/%\ is then a

normal Sylow /»-subgroup of ®, 93 having an abelian normal subgroup f$ of

index /». Now the irreducible characters of ^> are all left fixed by the inner

automorphisms of ®. By applying (1A) to the 1-block of £>, we see that for

any element P in %S, »(P) =pñ(P), where » is the order of the normalizer $ft

in §. Since fj is abelian, %Qy\(P). 9Î(P) then contains a Sylow /»-subgroup

of ® which is necessarily 93. Thus %i is contained in the center of 93 and 93 is

abelian.
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Finally the case ¿»2|g. Let P be an element of order ¿> and ty the group gen-

erated by P in ®. P induces an automorphism a of § by transformation.

To show that ^<]®, we need only show that a is the identity automorphism

of j §. The assumption on the degrees of the characters of ® implies that a

maps each conjugate class of ÍQ onto itself. Since ¿»|($: 1), it follows from

Satz 108 of [12] that a is indeed the identity.

Theorem (3E). Let & be a finite p-solvable group and let Br be the block

containing the l-character. Then a Sylow p-subgroup 35 is abelian if and only if

every character Xp in BT has height 0.

Proof. The only if part follows from (3C). We prove the if part by induc-

tion. For a ¿»-group or a ¿»'-group, the theorem is trivial. Let ^> be the maxi-

mal normal ¿»'-subgroup of ®. The proof of (3A) shows that every character

of ©/•£>, when considered as a character of ©, belongs to the 1-block BT of ®.

By (3D) the Sylow ¿»-subgroups of ©/§ are therefore abelian, and 35 must

be abelian. This completes the proof.

The height of an irreducible modular character of any finite group ® can

be defined as for the ordinary irreducible characters of ®. If <j>P is an irreducible

modular character of ® in a block of defect d and v(®: 1) =a, then the height

of 4>p is the non-negative integer hp, where v(<tpp(l)) =a — d + hp. It is easily seen

that the correspondence #p<-» (pi' in (2D) is height-preserving. For the modular

characters, we shall prove an analogue of (3C), but as the example of ¿>-

groups shows, no analogue to (3E) exists.

Theorem (3F). Let ® be a finite p-solvable group, and let Br be a block of ®

of defect d and defect group 35. // the center 3 of 35 has index p° in 35, then every

modular character in BT has height not exceeding c.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the order g of ®, the theorem being

trivial for either a ¿»'-group or a ¿»-group of prime order. By the reduction

principle we may assume that Br is a block of defect a. In this case the defect

group 35 is a Sylow ¿»-subgroup of ©. Let </>p be a modular character in BT;

the height hp of <pp is then v((pp(l)). Let § be a maximal normal subgroup of ®.

If ¿»|(®: §) and 4>p is an irreducible constituent of (pp\ Jp, then vQ>„(\)) = hp^c

by the induction hypothesis^)- We may suppose then that (®:¿p)=¿».

35 = 35n^> is a Sylow ¿»-subgroup of £> and SrMQQQ, where 3 is the center

of 35. If 4>p\ £ is irreducible, then v((f>p(l)) =hp^ v(%): £) g j»(35: S) = c We may

finally suppose that <pp\ Sp is reducible, say that (pp\ ÍQz=(t>P¡+4>Pi+ • • • +4>Pp,

the height of the 4>Pi being hp—\. If some irreducible character Xp of © is

reducible as a character of £>, then by (3B) S^S so that hp — 1 ̂ (35: <3)

áK35: 3) = e—1, and hp^c. But if every character Xp in BT were irreducible

(3) If ïj>p occurs with multiplicity j in the restriction of 4>p to £>, then s is the degree of an

irreducible modular projective representation of some subgroup of ®/!Q. But since ®/!q is a

p'-group, the classical and modular theories agree, and by Satz Vila of [il], i divides (©:$).
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as a character of £>, then the columns of decomposition numbers of ^ cor-

responding to the modular characters <£„, would be linearly dependent, which

is impossible by [2, (5A)].

Corollary (3G). The degrees of the irreducible modular characters <p0 of a

p-solvable group ® of order g satisfy the relation v(<bp(l)) = v(g).

Theorem (3H). Let ® be a p-solvable group and let BT be a block of defect d.

The Cartan invariants cp„ of BT satisfy the inequality cD<,épd-

Proof. The proof being by induction, we may assume that 73T is a block of

defect a. Since ® is /»-solvable, there exists a subgroup § of ® of index />",

where v(®: l)=a (see [7]). But by Theorems 8 and 9 of [5], cp(,g/»°.

The final theorem is one for solvable groups. Its proof will require a

more detailed look at the case of a normal subgroup ¡Q of prime index in @.

The notation will be that of §1.

Lemma (3J). Let & be a normal subgroup of the group ® of prime index q.

If BT is a block of ® in the set 3j, then BT is a block of maximal defect in 3,-.

Proof. If xx is an irreducible character of ® such that xx| § is irreducible,

we shall say that the q irreducible characters of ® whose restrictions to ^p are

equal to xx| ¿p are associated. These q characters are equal on elements of §,

and for an element G not in ¿p, their values on G are gotten by multiplying

Xx(G) by the q different roots of unity. Suppose x„ is a character in 73r such

that x»i| & is reducible. If xx is any other character in 73T, then

(20) cox(G) 3= «„(G) = ° (mod P)

for G not in §. In particular, if xx|^> is irreducible, (20) implies that the

associates of xx are also in the block 73T. Thus it is impossible to construct a

chain of characters of ® satisfying the conditions of (1C) which involves

characters not in 73T, and 73r is the only block of ® in 3i.

We may then assume that the restriction to ¿p of every character x„ in

73, is an irreducible character x„. Let these be indexed by the set S. We shall

show that the set 73 of characters x„> M in S, is a block of ÍQ, and at the same

time, that either 73r is the only block in 3,-, or there are q blocks in 3,-, each

block containing one character from the family of q characters associated to

X„, m in S. In either case, 73T will be of maximal defect in 3,-. Let V be a p-

regular element in &, R a /»-singular element in £>. By [3, (7C)],

(21) £ X,(R)XÁV) = 0.
„ in S

Suppose q = p. All the /»-regular elements of G are contained in § and thus

the associates of x„. for p in S, are also in 73r. In this case (21) can be rewrit-

ten, after factoring out the constant p, as
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(22) E  Xp(R)Xp(V) = 0
p in S

and the theorem of Osima implies that B is a union of blocks of § and hence

a block of §. Suppose q^p. If ^v(G) = 0 for all ¿»-regular elements G not in §,

the associates of a character Xp in BT will also be in BT and the same argument

as in the case g = ¿» can be applied. Suppose finally that X is a ¿»-regular ele-

ment not in § such that 4>T(X) 5^0. If Xp is an irreducible character in BT, the

values on X of the linear characters determined by the associates of Xp are

the q different products of <*>p(X) by gth roots of unity. Since the mapping

o—>ß* distinguishes gth roots of unity, Br contains no associates of Xp besides

Xp itself. Again (22) holds, this time being the same equation as (21), and the

same argument can be applied.

Theorem (3K). Let ® be a finite solvable group of order g =Y[pia'> where the

pi are the distinct prime divisors of g. Let Xp be an irreducible character of ® be-

longing for each prime pi to a block whose defect group 35,- has exponent piei. Then

the representation whose character is Xp can be written in the field A of nth roots

of unity, where n=YLpt'i-

Proof. The theorem is trivial for prime order groups; we proceed by induc-

tion. Let § be a maximal normal subgroup of ®. By (3J) and (IF) an irreduci-

ble constituent Xp of Xp\ § belongs for each prime ¿>¿ to a block of ^) whose

defect group is isomorphic to a subgroup of 35i. By induction the representa-

tion whose character is x„ can be written in A. An element G of ® can be ex-

pressed in the form G =LTP¿, where the P¿ are powers of G such that the order

of Pi is a power of ¿»,. The character Xp is zero on G if for some i, Pi is not con-

jugate to some element of 35i (see [3, (7A)]). Thus if Xp(G)^0, then G has

order dividing n. In particular, it follows that the values of x*i are in A. Let m

be the Schur index of Xp with respect to A; mi is the smallest positive integer

such that mxp is the character of an irreducible representation of ® over the

field A(x,i) generated by A and the values of x^- In this case A(xP) =A. Since

Xp occurs with multiplicity one in the character of ® induced by Xc. mî= 1 by

Satz IXa of [10].
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